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February 2012: Digging in the Valley of the Kings 

 
Teacher’s Guide prepared by Lisa Greenberg.  Lisa Greenberg taught in international schools in 
Japan, Singapore, and Saudi Arabia. She visited the Valley of the Kings many years ago and this 

year saw the archeological site of Chichenitza in the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico. She has 
written or edited several books on Saudi Arabia and reviews children’s books. 

 
 

 
Getting Ready 
 
Write on blackboard or poster sheet:  Questions We Have.  Then encourage students to review 
the front and back magazine covers and the Table of Contents.  Have class brainstorm questions 
about the Valley of the Kings and list them on the blackboard or chart.  Use these questions as 
an additional guide for discussion or research topics.  You may wish to have a team of student 
secretaries write short answers to each question as class reads the magazine and shares 
information. 
 
Welcome to the Valley of the Kings 
 
Vocabulary study: necropolis, Egyptologist, mummify, solar bark, hieroglyph 
 
Reading for Information Questions 

1. When was the Second Kingdom and how long did it last? 
2. How does the article characterize the development of Egypt and its capital city Thebes 

during this period?  
3. (Using Math) What percentage of known tombs in the Valley of Kings belonged to 

pharaohs? (22/63=35  %) 
4. How were the other tombs used? 
5. Why are the tombs that belonged to pharaohs often more interesting than the other 

tombs? 
6. What is the purpose of a pharaoh's tomb and how is that purpose fulfilled? 
7. What other kinds of specialists work with archeologists to discover the mysteries of 

ancient cultures? 
8. Which is the largest KV (Valley of the Kings) tombs and how big is it? 
9. (Using Math) Hint: round down to include only complete garages.  How many modern 

two-car garages would fit into KV5? (106,000/6500 = 16)  
Into Tutankhamen's tomb?  (9,800/6500 = 1)  
Into Merenptah's tomb? (90,000/6500 = 13) 

10. What types of letters do ancient Egyptians leave out of their writing?  Why does that 
sometimes make it difficult to read their language in translation? 

 
At Work in the Tomb 
 
Class discussion 
Making present-day connections: 

1. Why did the Theban Mapping Project decide to uncover the entrance of KV5 again and 
explore that tomb?  Can you think of an example in your town or region in which 
archeologists delayed a development project in order to investigate what was 
underground? 



2. How did the forces of nature cause damage KV5? What measures did the archeologists 
have to take to protect the structure? What important monuments or heritage sites in 
your country were damaged by nature and restored by human intervention? 

3. The author compares being an archeologist to being a detective, carefully examining 
evidence for clues.  What other careers involve carefully examining evidence before 
making a diagnosis or decision? 

4. The author Kent Weeks does not speculate on why so many sons of Ramses II were 
buried together.  Given what you know of ancient Egypt and its religion and culture, why 
do you think Ramses II built one tomb for his sons?  If you had to prove your 
hypothesis, what evidence might you look for? 

 
The Tomb Builders 
 
Vocabulary Study:  hieratic, ostracon (pl. ostraca), wick, distinctive, adjacent, reconstruct, archive 
 
Cooperative Learning: 
Form several cooperative groups and have each tackle one of the following projects, using 
Internet and library research tools.  Then have groups share the completed project with their 
classmates or another class:    

1. Imagine you are the foreman of an Egyptian tomb building project for a powerful 
Pharaoh and write out a supply list.  Read the article to discover the tools used in tomb 
building and remember that you are responsible not only for building the tomb but also 
for maintaining the health and skills of the artisans.  List the necessary tools and supplies 
you would need for the project, for example, lamps, oil, and wicks. 

2. Draw a floor plan or make a model of a typical Egyptian tomb worker's home in Deir al 
Medinah.  

3. Research the architect's equipment listed: plumb bob and carpenter's square.  Make 
simple models of these tools and design a poster or display that explains how they were 
used to build the Egyptian tombs and how they are used in construction today.   

4. Imagine that Ken-her-khepes-ef or Keni returns from the overnight work camp for a 
holiday at home in Deir al Medinah with his family.  Write a skit that shows the family's 
conversation over dinner.  What might his wife and children ask?  How would Keni reply?  
What might Keni want to know about his family's week?  What complaints and delights 
would they share from their respective daily lives? 

5. Imagine that you are an archeologist who has discovered Deir al Medinah and you want 
to get funding to excavate it.  Write a letter showing why discovering the secrets of then 
worker's village is as important as discovering information about a pharaoh's tomb? 

 
Pottery Puzzles, And the Bones Say 
 
Making comparisons: 

1. How does an archeologist “read the findings” from broken potsherds and old bones? 
2. What surprising finds did the potsherds in KV5 reveal about natural disasters and human 

occupation of the tomb? 
3. What do the numerous kinds of animal bones in the tomb reveal? 
4. If you were to become an archeologist, would you prefer to specialize in potsherds or 

bones and why? 
 
Meet Rameses II 
 
Questions for Discussion: 

1. Why did Rameses join the names of the Lower Egypt gods Ra and Seth to make his royal 
name? 



2. Why did the capital of Egypt move from Thebes north to the Nile delta? 
3. Why is Rameses II called the Rameses the Great? 
4. Why do many archeologists consider that Rameses II focused on quantity rather than 

quality? 
5. Which buildings built by Rameses the Great are most beautifully decorated?  
6. How were ancient royal Egyptian marriage customs different from those in your 

community? 
7. What do you personally most admire about Rameses II? 

 
Wrap Up 
Have students spend a few minutes writing what they most enjoyed learning about the Valley of 
the Kings and post on a bulletin board for all to share. 
 


